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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Our days are getting longer. Daffodil shoots are up. The
Robins are back. That means one thing, spring is around the
corner. Stocking season starts in almost a month so now is
the time to check your gear, fly boxes and leader wallets to
see what you need to buy before you hit the streams.
Best of all vaccinations are rolling out which means by
summer we may be able to get together again, have a
beverage and a meal together while telling stories about the
big one that got away. I look forward to that day.
Last but not least, we are planning on a lot of activities
for the spring and summer but are waiting to see some
improvement in the pandemic conditions before we move
forward with these activities.
Robby Abou-Rizk
FEBRUARY MEETING
WHEN: February 16th at 6:30 PM
WHERE: The meeting will take place on Zoom. The link
will be sent out before the meeting.
SPEAKER: Jeff Wright
TOPIC: Trout Unlimited RIVERS App
Someone should really tell someone about this! If you
are like most anglers, you’ve seen an issue on the river, like
a sloughed stream bank or a sediment plume in the water
and had that exact thought. The thing that often stops us is
not knowing how to document the problem or who to tell.
For the February meeting, join TU Southeast Coordinator
Jeff Wright as he shares about TU’s app=based survey, RIVERS, and how it allows any stream user to become a better

steward of the resource. Using your own smart phone, RIVERS (which stands for River Inventory by Volunteers for Efficient Restoration Strategies) makes it possible to mark potential problems and upload a location and photos directly
to a national map on the TU website. Chapters across the
country are using RIVERS to identify problems and create a
targeted plan for doing stream restoration in their home
waters.
Jeff Wright is TU’s Southeast Coordinator. In this role,
he focuses on project management, implementation and engaging volunteers in key focal areas in the Southeast. He also
provides assistance to members across the Southeast. Jeff’s
passion for conservation and the outdoors stems from a
childhood hunting, fishing, and generally running around exploring wild places. This upbringing led him to pursue a master’s degree in biology. He has over a decade of experience
working and volunteering in education, leadership development, and nonprofit management. Prior to joining TU as a
staff member, Jeff served as the president of the Overmountain TU Chapter in northeast TN. assisting the board of directors in re-energizing the membership and building community connections to help carry out the TU mission locally.
We suggest that to get the most out of this presentation
you download this APP before the meeting. The RIVERS
APP is actually embedded within the Survey123 APP. To
see the details of how to install this on your phone,
visit: RIVERS | Trout Unlimited.
MITCHELL RIVER STREAM BANK
RESTORATION AND WORK SHOP
FRIDAY, MARCH 5TH
Mitch Woodward from NC Cooperative Extension will
hold a stream bank restoration workshop for our chapter
at the Mitchell River house (362 Grover Cockerham Rd,
Dobson, NC 27017), after which our members will do the
live staking on eroded banks on the Mitchell. Certification is
optional, through NC State, but you have to pass an online
exam and pay a $100. The event starts at 10 AM. Please
bring your own lunch. We need a lot of volunteers. Please
sign up at https://cvent.me/M878RL. The deadline is
February 15th, after which the workshop will be open to the
public. Please sign up before that. Rain date will be March
19th
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“May the holes in your net be no larger than the fish in it”
……..Irish Proverb

Instead of soaking into the ground, that stormwater travels
along the landscape, picking up

REDDIES RIVER CLEANUP
(North Wilkesboro, NC)
FEBRUARY 20TH at 10 AM
Jimm Barbery and Steve Krasicky, have volunteered to
organize and head up a stream cleanup of Reddies River in
North Wilkesboro, NC on Saturday February 20, 2021. All
volunteers for this event will meet at the CVS parking lot at
1320 West D Street, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659 at
10AM. Please bring your waders, gloves and hand trash
pickup tongs and your if you have them. BRTU will provide
the trash bags. Bring your own lunch.
This is not a long stretch of water that is designated
delayed harvest, so we should be able to make an impact
and clean up the bank and waterway. You will need to fill a
TU covid waiver form to attend this event. You can
download it of our website or ask Jimm to send you one.
Social distancing, masks, and all NC Covid State laws will be
observed.
If you will be able to attend, sign up on line at Sign Up or
with
Jimm
Barbery
at
(336)
407-2496
or
jbarbery@outlook.com. A covid release form is required.
Covid Release
JANUARY MEETING RECAP
At the January meeting, Mitch Woodward, from the NC
Agricultural Extension Service spoke to us about runoff into
our rivers and the erosion it causes. With the rapidly
growing population we are experiencing a great deal more
each year from land that was once open soil and vegetation
being capped with parking lots, driveways, and the roofs of
structures. No matter where you live in North Carolina,
any rain that falls on your property will end up in a body of
water. If that water is not captured into the ground it will
be contributing to water surges and erosion along the river
banks. You can do your part by putting in a “Rain Garden”
to capture that water and direct into the ground. Details
on building a rain garden follow.
The remainder of Mitch’s presentation was a description
of what our chapter can do to help repair our river banks
to reduce the erosion. A video of the presentation was
captured on Zoom and can be seen at JanMeetingVideo.
BEST WAY TO DEAL WITH STORMWATER:
RAIN GARDENS
1.
Davy Tree Service
https://blog.davey.com/

Flashback to your elementary school science classes.
Remember learning about stormwater runoff?
2.
In case you need a refresher: whenever it rains, water runs
off hard surfaces in your yard like rooftops or driveways.

pollutants like fertilizer, oil, or chemicals as it goes. In your
yard, runoff can erode or wear down garden soil. Beyond
your landscape, polluted stormwater can eventually make
its way to nearby lakes, rivers, or ponds. And get this—the
EPA estimates that up to 70% of all water pollution comes
from pollutants carried by stormwater runoff.
Stormwater runoff is bad for our yards and bad for the
environment. The good news is there’s a way to manage it.
WHAT IS A RAIN GARDEN? HOW DO RAIN
GARDENS WORK?
A rain garden is a shallow area designed to collect and
filter stormwater runoff. Rain gardens catch water that
would have flowed into the street or flooded your yard, and
they naturally clean and release that water into the soil.
RAIN GARDEN BENEFITS
Rain gardens are amazing structures that help us and the
environment. They:
• Protect nearby lakes, rivers or ponds by collecting and
filtering runoff before it can reach these areas
• Help prevent soil erosion, i.e., the wearing down of topsoil in your yard
• Help prevent potential floods by reducing the amount
of water that ends up in a storm drain
• Can enhance your property value, since they’re both
functional and attractive
HOW TO BUILD A RAIN GARDEN IN YOUR
YARD
Step 1: Decide on rain garden placement
Find out where water is coming from (like your roof or
driveway) and where it goes (like a sunken spot in your yard,
or the street) after a storm. Your garden should sit
somewhere between the two.
Ensure the spot is at least 10 feet away from your home,
and at least 25 feet away from a septic system. Also, confirm
there are no underground utilities in the spot you’ve chosen.
If you’re not sure, call 811 to find out.
Make sure the location gets full or at least partial sunlight.

1.

2.

3.
1.

Step 2: Check the soil
This step is super important because good soil is what
makes or breaks a rain garden. Rain garden soil must be
well-draining in order for the garden to do its job. To test
your soil:
Dig a hole about a foot deep and fill it with water. Ideally,
the water should drain within 12 hours, and 24 hours at the
absolute most. If it does, you picked a good spot—move on
to step 3!
If the water didn’t drain within a day or less, consider a
different location. Soil types can vary quite a bit even within
the same yard, so there may be a more suitable spot nearby.
It's also possible to work with what you have. Vertical
mulching can help loosen soil, and you can improve the soil
with the right tools and amendments. If you need help prepping your soil for a rain garden, How to Make Good Garden
Soil.
Step 3: Choosing plants for rain gardens
Your rain garden should be filled with plants native to
your region. Do some research to figure out what plants
meet that need. For help, you can contact your local county
extension office—they'll likely have a ready-to-use list of native plants.
Select a mix of plants with different colors, heights, and
bloom times to add dimension to your garden. Check out
this blog post for rain garden design ideas.
Step 4: Size it out
Rain gardens are usually sized anywhere from 100 to 300
square feet. To figure out what’s best for your yard, note
that a rain garden can typically handle runoff from a surface
3 times its size. So, say your rain garden will be expected to
collect runoff from a section of your roof that’s 600 square
feet. To accommodate, your rain garden should be about
200 square feet in size.
Step 5: Construct your garden
With your location, flowers and size figured out, it’s time
to dig.
1. Use the rope to layout the size and shape of the garden.
Most rain gardens are bean-shaped.
2. Dig a flat hole about 4 to 8 inches deep. Make sure the
bottom of the garden is leveled. Add compost or sand
if needed and work it into the soil. If you aren’t adding
materials, just till the soil to loosen it up.
3. Add your plants, fill the garden back up with the leftover
soil, and mulch the area.
FLY ROD SUMMARY
In the last two issues of the newsletter we have
discussed the fly rod material, length, and flex. The rod is
probably the most important piece of gear to a fly fisherman
and it needs to be purchased based on the type of fishing
you will be doing. For most of us fishing trout on the rivers
of North Carolina it will be a 5 or 6 weight, 9’, graphite rod.
I think the most popular is probably the tip flex, or fast
action, but discuss that with the people at your fly shop

before you buy the rod. A beginner might be better off with
more flex. This photo gives you a summary of the qualities
for the types of rods. Go back to the previous articles if
you need more detail.

The reel selection is much less important if you are only
fishing small trout on NC streams. It is primarily a tool to
store the line, but if you are planning to go places for bigger
and stronger fish you might be better with a good drag and
larger diameter. Please read on to learn more about reels.
AN IN-DEPTH GUIDE TO CHOOSE A FLY
REEL: EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
By: Bill Bernhardt
Updated: January 10, 2019

Fortunately for fly fishermen, the process of choosing a
fly reel is not nearly as complicated as the process of
choosing a fly rod is since fly reels are not nearly as purposespecific as fly rods are.
However, choosing an appropriate fly reel for any given
type of fly fishing does involve a bit of consideration and an
understanding of the different types of fly reels, the different
types of materials that are used to construct them, why
spool diameter is important, the different arbor sizes that
are available, why backing capacity is an important
consideration, and the different types of drag systems.
So, while this might sound like a lot of different aspects
to consider in order to choose an appropriate fly reel for

the type of fly fishing you intend to pursue, I assure that the
process of choosing an appropriate fly reel is not nearly as
complicated as the process for choosing an appropriate fly
rod is!
Freshwater vs. Saltwater Fly Reels
So, the first aspect that you need to consider when
choosing an appropriate fly reel is to understand that, like
fly rods, fly reels are divided into two categories consisting
of those that are designed for use on freshwater and those
that are designed for use on saltwater. However, unlike fly
rods which are clearly divided into freshwater and saltwater
categories, this distinction is not nearly so clear when
classifying fly reels. For instance, fly rods are all classified by
length, line weight and, action and thus, freshwater fly rods
are classified as those that are designed to cast fly line
weights 1 through 6 whereas, saltwater fly rods are classified
as those that are designed to cast fly line weights 6 through
14.
However, no such distinction exists for classifying fly
reels. Instead, whether a given model of fly reel from a given
manufacturer is designed for freshwater or saltwater use is
dependent on the range of line weights it is designed to hold,
the size of its arbor, its backing capacity and, the type of drag
system it has as well as the internal construction of the drag
system. Thus, we will examine each of these aspects in
greater detail below.
Materials and Construction
Thus, the first thing that you need to consider when
choosing a fly reel is the material from which it is
constructed. Thus, you also need to be aware that fly reels
are made from one of three different materials and thus,
they also have three different price ranges.
For instance, inexpensive fly reels are often made from a
fiber-filled composite material and are created by either
injecting or pressing the composite material into a mold. In
addition, fly reels made from composite materials generally
have a dull, grainy, appearance that is less aesthetically
appealing than fly reels made from either molded aluminum
or machined aluminum. But, they are also very resistant to
both impact and scratches.
On the other hand, there are other fly reels that are
made from molded aluminum which are often more
expensive than fly reels made from composite materials but,
they are also often more aesthetically pleasing. But, they are
not as tough as those made from composite materials.
Then, there are fly reels that are machined from a solid
block of aircraft grade aluminum using highly sophisticated
CNC milling machines and they represent the pinnacle of fly
reel production. Therefore, because this type of fly reel is
made by Computer Numerical Controlled milling machines,
the design of these reels can range from the very simple to
the very complex. In fact, some designs are so complex, they
can stagger the imagination!
Consequently, machined aluminum fly reels are the most
expensive of the three types of fly reels because they require
very sophisticated machinery and highly trained machine

operators as well as several hours of machining to create
them. Thus, owning an intricately machined, aluminum, fly
reel is akin to owning a Mercedes Benz or a Rolls Royce
with an accompanying price tag. In fact, CNC machined fly
reels can range from a couple of hundred dollars to a couple
of thousand dollars!
Line Weight Range and Backing Capacity
Another aspect of choosing an appropriate fly reel for
your intended purpose is to choose one designed to hold an
appropriate range of fly line weights because, the heavier a
fly line is, the larger its diameter will be. Thus, all fly reel
manufactures design their various models of fly reels to hold
a specific range of fly line weights along with a specific
number of yards of “backing” (a thin diameter line made
from braided Dacron) with a specific tensile strength.
For instance, a given fly reel might be designed to hold
line weights 3, 4, and 5 with a different length of backing for
each fly line weight. Thus, said fly reel might be designed to
hold a 3 wt. fly line and 150 yards of 20 lb. backing or, a 4
wt. fly line and 125 yards of 20 lb. backing or, 175 yards of
35 lb. gel-spun backing (which has a smaller diameter than
standard backing). Or, it might hold a 5 wt. fly line and 100
yards of 20 lb. backing or, 150 yards of 35 lb. gel-spun
backing.
In addition, the reason that a fly reel’s backing capacity is
important to consider is that most fly lines measure
between 90 feet and 110 feet which does not give an angler
much distance to work with when fighting large fish species.
Thus, in order to increase the distance over which a fly
fisherman can fight a large fish, they attach the back end of
their fly line to their backing which is then wound onto the
fly reel’s spool underneath the fly line.
Therefore, it is imperative when choosing a fly reel for
any intended purpose to choose one with the correct line
weigh range as well as an appropriate backing capacity.
Fly Reel Spool Diameter
Yet another important aspect of choosing an appropriate
fly reel is to choose one with an appropriate spool diameter.
However, before we can discuss this aspect, you need to be
made aware that fly reels consist of a frame which holds the
spool and a separate and detachable spool which holds the
fly line and the backing.
In addition, fly reel spools range from the very small to
the very large and, while this is not important to some fly
fishermen, it is of great importance to others. Therefore,
some fly fisherman like to match the diameter of their reels
to the length of their fly rods. For instance, a fly fisherman
might want to mate a 6 1/2 ft. or 7 ft. fly rod with a reel that
has a diameter of 2 3/4 inches or 2 7/8 inches and, mate their
9 ft. fly rod with a fly reel that has a diameter of 3 1/4 or 3
1/2 inches.
However, it should be noted that this is purely a matter
of aesthetics and personal choice since the reel’s line weight
range and backing capacity are far more important than the
diameter of the reel’s spool.
Fly Reel Arbor size

Next, we need to discuss the three different sizes of fly
reel arbors. But first, you need to understand what a fly reel
arbor is. Thus, a fly reel arbor is defined as the drum in the
center of the spool that the backing and the fly reel are
wound onto.
In addition, you need to be aware that there are three
different sizes of fly reel arbors which consist of standard
(aka small) arbors, mid-arbors (aka medium) and, large
arbors which, in turn affects both the outside diameter of
the spool and the rate at which the fly line and backing are
retrieved.
Thus, some fly fishermen prefer fly reels with standard
(small) arbors because they find them more aesthetically
pleasing than those with mid-arbors or large arbors and, this
is especially true when mating a fly reel with a short fly rod
that is meant for casting over short distances. However,
the smaller a fly reel’s arbor is, the smaller its diameter is
and thus, the less fly line or backing it will retrieve per single
rotation of the spool.
On the other hand, when using longer fly rods to cast
over longer distances, fly reels with standard arbors require
far more time and energy to retrieve the fly line and thus,
the large majority of fly fisherman prefer to use fly reels with
mid-arbors or large arbors because the larger the arbor is,
the more line it will retrieve per single rotation of the spool.
Fly Reel Drag systems
Next, we need to examine fly reel drag systems because
there are two different types and they differ significantly in
their construction and the amount of tension that they can
place on the fly line and backing.
So, you first need to be aware that fly reel drag systems
are divided into spring-and-pawl drag systems and disc drag
systems. Thus, as the name implies, spring-and-pawl drag
systems consist of one or two springs affixed to the inside
of the reel’s frame and a triangular shaped piece of metal
called a “pawl” who’s pointed end engages a gear attached
to the inside of the reel’s spool. Thus, in order to increase
or decrease the amount of tension placed on the fly line, the
angler turns a knob attached to the outside of the reel’s
fame which, in turn, places more or less pressure on the
spring or springs.
However, a disc drag system replaces both the spring
and the pawl with a series of small, round, wafers which are
encased in a metal canister. Thus, in order to increase or
decrease the amount of tension placed on the fly line, the
angler again turns a knob attached to the outside of the
reel’s fame which, in turn, places more or less pressure on
the discs contained inside of the drag mechanism. Therefore,
disc drags are able to place far more tension on the fly line
than a spring-and-pawl drag system is.
Therefore, as a general rule of thumb, spring-and-pawl
drag systems are reserved for fly reels with relatively small
diameters and standard arbors while, all mid-arbor and large
arbor fly reels have disc drag systems. Consequently, small
diameter fly reels with spring-and-pawl drag systems are
generally considered freshwater fly reels while, large arbor

fly reels with disc drags can be used for either freshwater or
saltwater.
Balance
Last, you need to be aware of the concept of balancing
your fly reel with your fly rod. The reason that this is
important is that a fly rod & reel outfit that is too heavy in
the butt end will feel awkward in the hand when casting and
thus, it will negatively affect your casting accuracy. On the
other hand, an outfit that is too heavy at the tip end will
cause you to have to expend more energy when casting and
thus, it will cause your casting arm to tire much faster than
an outfit that is properly balanced. Therefore, a perfectly
balanced fly rod & reel outfit will remain horizontal when
you hold the grip in your hand and you then remove all of
your fingers from the grip except for your middle finger.
Conclusion
Thus, choosing a fly reel from among the many different
types and brands of fly reels that are available is partly a
matter of personal preference and partly a matter of the
particular purpose for which you intend to use it. However,
of all of the concepts mentioned above, choosing the
correct drag system and balancing your reel with your fly
rod are the two most important aspects to keep in mind.
YOUTH PROGRAMS
Our chapter is starting a youth program this spring that
will involve middle schoolers and above. Some of the
programs will include teaching conservation, stream surveys,
stream chemistry, fly tying and fishing as well as fun activities.
We will be doing this through small classes to the girl scouts
and boy scouts, and YMCAs . These classes will repeat over
the year.
We are looking for volunteers to help. We will be doing
this in cooperation with the TU headwaters youth program
who have a lot of experience in running such events. Please
sign up through our website or send an email to our chapter
at blueridgetuws@gmail.com to volunteer.
Local Pond needed for classes: If any of our
members has a pond that has some panfish, and space to
hold some of our youth classes and is willing to volunteer it
please let us know. It will help us a lot in running some of
those classes. You can contact us by email
blueridgeruws@gmail.com, or website Blueridgetu.org
contact tab, or call Robby Abou-Rizk at (336) 972-3949.
PROJECT HEALING WATERS
WINSTON SALEM PROGRAMS
Join us for virtual fly tying classes fly fishing education
programs. See the calendar at Blue Ridge PHW for the
schedule
and
contact
Chris
Wikel
at
at
chriswikel1@gmail.com for a MS Teams Invitation.
CHAPTER SELL AND SWAP
Do you have an extra rod or reel, fishing vest, etc. you
want to get rid of or to make space for new ones? If you are

a Blue Ridge TU member you can place your ad for one
month in our newsletter. This will help many people new to
fishing to outfit themselves at a reasonable cost. This service
is free. Just send a description, a photo, name, email address
and/or phone number
to
be contacted
to
blueridgetuws@gmail.com. The ad must be received no
later than the 23rd each month to get published in the
current newsletter.
ADVICE FROM THE VISE
This months offering comes courtesy of that Dickensian
family, The Cratchits. Tiny Tim asked the question, “ is it a
goose or a Turkey”, sparked me to write about biots as this
months featured material.
A biot is the fiber of the leading edge of the primary flight
feather of any bird. In fly tying, goose and Turkey biots are
the most common, but I have used duck, pheasant, grouse
and quail biots as well. Wild Turkey natural is a great
mottled color I use on a version of a prince that uses the
biots and tail fibers.
Biots can be tough to work with, but hopefully after some
pointers and a couple attempts you will master these and
tie great princes, copper John’s and stones.
Below are two black dyed biots. They typically come with
the quill itself split,off and leaving a string of the biots.

Notice the longer Turkey and the shorter goose. I like
goose for tails and wings and Turkey for segmented nymph
bodies. . I’ll walk through a really easy fly to get your biot
use tuned up called a 3 Bird Stone. I came up with this fly
really as a teaching tool for myself to get better with the
biot tying, and it’s a great tool to teach with. Best of all, it
fishes like crazy for little black stones in winter.

Wait- you said 3 birds not 2, so we are going to use some
ostrich herl for the collar. Now there’s 3 birds.

Couple things about biots, they all have a natural curve,
and a natural cup. The curve refers to the orientation on
the wing, and the cup refers to the micro hairs that line the
underside of the biot that traps the air, enabling the bird to
fly. We are going to use that cup to segment the fly body.
I’m using a #14 jig hook with a 3.5mm copper bead, any
nymph hook or bead size color is perfectly acceptable.

I’m gonna drone on again about wax for another second,
because a little tack with biots saves a tremendous amount
of frustration later in the tie. Wax your thread and start
wrapping from the bead to the point, snip the tag and
continue turns to the bend. Wax again and come foreward
about 3 turns, back and forward again to create a small
thread nub.

When we remove the biots from the quill, pick two
adjacent and note the curve. Our goal is to splay those away
from each other, and by wrapping close to that nub, they
will do that. Place the biot, curve away from you, to the
length you desire, and take a wrap securing the tail. Not
loose, not tight, just enough to hold it.

take some trial and error. If you start wrapping and don’t
see segments, simply unwind and go the other way.
I use my English hackle plier to hold the butt end of the
biot, I think I get a better control on the wrap spacing.
Ideally you are wrapping over one side of hairs while
leaving the other exposed as you wrap to the bead.
Secure the Turkey biot with a couple snug wraps and it

Then flip the second biot so that it curves toward you,
match the length and I use my thumb to hold it and again a
looks pretty decent. Take a strand of ostrich herl, peacock
single wrap.
would be just fine here too (especially on smaller sizes), snip
the blood end and tie that in with a couple snug wraps.
(Wax!)

You will notice any movement on the butt ends re
orients the biot up or down like a lever. This can be a source
Wrap the herl 4-6 times, up to yourself and the bulk you
of triumph or tragedy. If your levers are situated right, gently
take snug wraps to the bead. Securing the whole of the biot want, secure the tag, trim it and whip finish.
You could toss in a couple orange or chartreuse wraps
is key here, to make it durable.
for a hotspot if you want to dress it up, but it will fish just
fine in 18-12.

Now we can move to wrapping the body with Turkey.
Return thread to the bend in front of the tail. Identify the
cup, I tie the cup up, and wind away from me. This may

One last biot trick, for your prince wings, don’t drive
yourself nuts trying to get two little white biots to hold still.
With two adjacent biots,measure out the length of the wing
(curve down) toward the butt of the fly. Mentally mark that
point and flip those biots (curve up) so that the tips are
pointing forward, and tie that in with a couple snug wraps.
Now trim the butt ends and fold the biots back (they will
naturally spread slightly for the v shape, and secure the wing,
finish the fly. You will have a much more durable fly, and the
cuss jar will remain empty. Oh, and a little wax will go a long
way in holing this slippery biots down for you.

If you’re ready to give winter fly fishing a try, keep these
eight tips in mind.
1. Slow down
In the winter, everything slows down, and your
presentation needs to do the same. Trout aren’t nearly as
active in the winter as they are in the summer, and therefore
won’t be eager to chase down food. Instead, they’ll lay low,
feeding opportunistically when food comes past. And by
that, I mean when it nearly hits them in the face.
This means nymphs are the name of the game through
most of the winter, since a dead drift is the most effective
way to hit a trout in the face with a fly. Even if you have the
correct nymph tied on, making sure the presentation is right
is key. You want to serve the fly to the trout on a silver
platter, ensuring they have to do very little work to eat. If
they don’t need to expend much energy to bite, they’re
much more likely to take the fly.
It goes without saying, then, that more aggressive
techniques like stripping streamers or quickly swinging wet
flies are not the way to go.

As always, I’m happy to answer questions, give a lesson,
or just talk fly fishing. Don’t hesitate to contact me at
jacobsforkflytying@gmail.com or check out some of my
current ties on Facebook and Instagram at Jacobs Fork Fly
Tying.
Dave Everhart

8 TIPS FOR WINTER TROUT FISHING
Katie Burgert
March 3, 2019

It’s hard to drag yourself out of a cozy house to stand in
a freezing river in the middle of winter. It’s made even
harder knowing the fishing may be slow, and you’ll probably
get your hands wet at some point. But, for those willing to
brave the weather, the rewards can be worth it. Despite the
fact that the fishing may slow down a bit in the colder
months, trout can still be caught.
Fishing aside, there are other benefits to hitting the river
in the winter. First of all, and my favorite, is that you’ll
probably have the river to yourself. Lots of anglers take a
few months off to take advantage of other activities like
skiing or fly tying. Others just flat out don’t want to deal
with the cold. If you put in even a moderate effort to get
away from the road, you’ll likely see no one on a cold day.
You’ll also get a chance to practice a much more
technical version of fly fishing. Anyone can throw on an
Adams during a mayfly hatch and get a strike in the summer,
but if you can turn up lots of trout in the winter, you’ve
proven your skills. Take advantage of trying some techniques
you don’t get to do much in the summer.

2. Look for deep, slow water
Since the fish will be taking their sweet time in the
winter, they’ll naturally want to hold in water that makes it
easy on them. Unlike in the summer, when trout will sit in
faster and shallower runs gobbling up food coming past, in
the winter they’ll want to expend as little energy as possible.
This makes fast water undesirable.
Instead, fish your flies deep in slow, calmer water. If you
can find deep, slow pockets that sit alongside faster water,
these can be good options. Food will still be getting washed
past, but the trout can take advantage of the pocket to save
their energy.
3. Size down
The majority of insects aren’t hatching during the cold
months, but subsurface flies like midges and stoneflies (little
black stoneflies are a staple), work well. It’s best to imitate
these bugs, but even if you’re fishing something other than a
midge, keeping flies small to stay in the trouts’ wheelhouse
will likely produce the best results.
Apart from flies, keeping tippet and indicators light is a
good idea, too. A lot of winter fishing will be in crisp, clear

water, and thick line or an obnoxiously large indicator can
keep fish at a distance, especially when they’re already
hesitant to chase food. When in doubt, size things down in
the winter.
4. Fish tailwaters
One of the best ways to find success in the winter is to
fish tailwaters. Since tailwaters are released from dams, they
stay pretty consistent year-round in terms of temperature.
These are the closest conditions you’ll find to summer
fishing, even if they’re not quite up to speed.
If you learn your local tailwater in the summer, you’ll
already have a head start on fishing it in the winter. You may
need to alter your fly selection to be a little smaller than
normal, but in general you can probably fish similar nymphs
to what you’re used to.
Be warned though, this is most likely where you’ll find
the majority of the other winter anglers, so you may not
have as much solitude as you would on a freestone.
5. Know your winter dry flies
Despite the fact that nymphs will make up the majority of
the winter menu, dry fly fishing can work if the time is right.
Most insects don’t hatch in the winter, but two that do
are midges and BWOs. Now, that’s not to say
they’re always hatching in the winter. There will still be days
that you won’t touch a dry fly. But, if you get to the river
and notice rises here and there, it’s a safe bet that the fish
are taking one of these two bugs.
You’ll still probably want to keep the flies fairly small. If
you’re having trouble seeing a tiny midge dry fly, consider
tying on two dries to get better visibility. A larger BWO
followed by a tiny midge with 12-18″ of tippet between can
act like a dry fly indicator. If you see a fish rise near the larger
fly, set the hook.
6. Sleep in
One of the best things about fishing in the winter is that
there’s no rush to get out the door first thing in the morning.
Sleep in, enjoy a cup of coffee, and roll out in the late
morning or early afternoon.
Trout are sluggish all winter, but they’re extra sluggish in
the chilly temperatures of the morning. Giving them, and
their food, a chance to warm up and become more active
will give you the best chance at success. Plus, you’ll be more

likely to actually stay out and continue fishing if you’re not
freezing.
7. Target warm days
Similar to the idea of hitting the afternoon warmth is
trying to target days with nice weather.
This is obviously something that’s nice to do at any time
of the year, since fishing is always better when it’s nice out.
But, in the summer it’s mostly for the comfort of the angler.
In the winter, it’s also for the fishing.
Since trout are more sluggish when it’s cold, picking your
days wisely to match up with warmer weather means you’ll
be targeting fish that are trying to feed while the conditions
are good. If you have a nice day after a cold snap, you may
find fish that are eager to eat after resting through the bad

times.
8. Try dead drifting a streamer
If you’re a streamer fanatic and just can’t help yourself
from pulling one out of your box, try fishing it differently
than you would in the summer.
In case it hasn’t become obvious, trout slow down a lot
in the winter and aren’t willing to chase food as readily. But,
a big hearty meal is hard to resist if it is delivered properly.
If you really want to fish a streamer in the winter, you
may want to throw it under an indicator and fish it like a
nymph. While many fish may still reject it in favor of the tiny
stuff, there are sure to be a few who want to capitalize on
the big meal if they don’t have to chase it down.
What are your go-tos in the winter? Do you like to hit
the water or stay inside and enjoy hot cocoa? Let me know
in the comments!
ELK CREEK DELAYED HARVEST
Elk Creek (not to
be confused with Elk
River) is one of our
newer
Delayed
Harvest rivers.
It’s
only about an hour
and 20 minute drive
from Winston-Salem,
but there are a lot of bends and turns to get there, so
you’ll need a good map or a GPS to find it. If you set

your GPS to 7262 Elk Creek Darby Road; Ferguson, NC
you will arrive at a fire station at the intersection of that
road and Triplett Road. If you head north along Triplett
Road (after a mile it becomes Elk Creek Rd) you’ll find
the northern portion of the delayed harvest which runs
to the point where it becomes a dirt road. About a mile

east of the fire station you will travel along the southern
portion of the delayed harvest. The day I went up to Elk
Creek to shoot the photos for this article I decided to
do a little fishing. It turned out to be the best day of
fishing on a North Carolina trout stream that I have ever
experienced. I spent about three hours in the morning
at a single hole and caught about 50 trout. Now before
everyone who reads this newsletter races up there, it
has not been like that on every trip. One trip up there,
I found nothing but a school of spawning suckers. Other
trips I have been skunked,
but generally I have had
decent luck on the stream.
One thing you need to
remember is that this is a
fairly small stream and can
be affected severely by
stream flow. The normal
flow on the creek is about 80 cubic feet per second (cfs).
The day I had the great luck up there was about 170 cfs.
The higher flow rate actually made the fishing a bit
better. (See this months tip below.) This past fall the
flow rate got down as low as 30 cfs and forces the fish
into a few pockets of deeper water. If you want to check
out the flow rate before you go, there is a website
published by the USGS, NC River Flow Rates. (You can
also check out Wilson Creek from this website, but you
need to look up the Johns River.) The Johns river is the
one that merges with Wilson Creek at the bridge just
below Brown Mountain Beach. The measurement is
taken a bit downstream from there and measures the
combined flow, but will give you a good indicator.)
The short stretch of delayed harvest to the east of
the fire station is rather flat and has little structure, but

it is stocked and you will find fish there. This stretch of
river belongs to the Leatherwood Mountains PFA and
runs adjacent to their campground. If you wanted to
spend a little time in the mountains they have the
camping and some cabins that can be rented.
Heading north from the fire
station up Triplett Road you will
cross a bridge over Elk Creek and
a short distance beyond there is a
huge parking lot on the right.
Access to the river here has been
provided by the Blue Ridge
Mountain Club PFA. This is where
the upper part of the delayed
harvest begins and it continues a
couple miles from there to where
the pavement ends. This is a beautiful stretch of river
with many rapids and pools. Other than the area near
the parking lot, the road stays close to the stream most
of its distance. As you drive along you will be able to
spot most of the holes and you’ll also find many of them

by pull-offs that are along the road. There are many
places you can catch fish here. The creek can get
crowded on weekends so I suggest you fish weekdays or
arrive very early on the weekend.
Above the delayed harvest section are a few miles of
hatchery supported stream. I’ve spotted several fish at
the first bridge, so if you want a fish dinner you might
want to save a little time at the end of the day to try to
bring home supper.
Elk Creek is still too low in elevation to support a
healthy population of trout in the summer, but I did talk
to a local who says he fly fishes the stream all summer
long in the evening. The only “catch” according to his
report is that he said he seldom has any luck with flies
larger than #22. He said he has had fish rise to larger
flies, but they just turn and won’t take the fly.
There is another
summer option you may
want to check out. About
a mile above the delayed
harvest is a wild trout
creek. The Powder Horn
Mountain PFA allows
access to Laurel Creek
onto their property. They and the NCWRC have

provided parking at the entrance to the property and A MESSAGE FROM RON ZAMBOR TO BRTU
just south of that Laurel Creek crosses the road to
“FYI, just wanted to let you
merge with Elk Creek. The reports I have received
know
that we finally sold our
indicate there are a few
home
and will be moving to
brown
and
brookies
Southport,
NC on February
there, but the major
15th.
Please
tell the members
population is small mouth
that I value the friendships I have
and bream. Be sure to
made through TU and I wish you
check the latest fishing
all “tight lines and bent lines”.
regulations before you
Ron had been our treasurer
head to any private access
for
many years, organized our
water
it
changes
balsam
trips every year and was
frequently. Just in the last year the access to Dugger
very instrumental in PHW and
Creek off from Elk Creek was cancelled by the Blue
one
of
the
leaders
for
many
years. We will miss him. He is
Ridge Mountain Club.
looking forward to doing some redfish fishing on the coast.
HOME OR EMAIL ADDRESS CHANGE?
Barry

Parks

requested

that

members email

us

at

blueridgetuws@gmail.com with any new contact information and

changes to your email address or contact form on the website.

FLY ROD FOR SALE
For sale (or trade): Brand new LL Bean Angler graphite fly
rod. 8' 6 wgt, complete with case. I won it in a raffle and
don't have a use for it. I'll sell it for $80 or would entertain trades.
Contact Garry Kauffman/ gwkauffman@hotmail.com/ or
call (336) 778-6506.
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